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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR PROVIDERS ENROLLED IN    

BAYOU HEALTH - SHARED SAVINGS PLANS: 

 

With the implementation of Bayou Health, it has come to our attention that some providers submitting 

claims through the Shared Health Plans are not including all LA Medicaid required information/data on 

the claims they are submitting. In some instances, providers are submitting claims as they do to private 

insurance companies. This is a reminder that claims for Shared Plan members being billed through the 

Shared Health Plans are ultimately processed and paid by LA Medicaid through Molina and must be 

submitted with the information/data required by LA Medicaid. Three examples of this issue that have 

been identified follow. Please ensure that you are submitting Shared Plan claims with the necessary 

information. 

 HOSPITAL – The inpatient hospital claim requirement for the Occurrence Code C1 

(PSRO Approval) to be entered appropriately on the claim as in the past. The absence 

of this data will cause the claim to deny (edit 079). 

 PHYSICIAN – When providers/physicians are enrolled in LA Medicaid as a group and 

payment is made to the group, the billing provider number must be the Medicaid 

group NPI/number on the Medicaid file for the group and the attending provider 

number must be the Medicaid individual NPI/number on the individual Medicaid file 

for the individual attending/servicing provider.  Incorrectly entering NPI 

number/Medicaid ID numbers will cause the claim to either deny (edit 209) or pay 

incorrectly to an individual provider. 

 ALL PROVIDERS – Recipients names must match what is on the LA Medicaid recipient 

file for the corresponding 13-digit Medicaid ID number entered on the claim. When 

eligibility inquiries are made through e-MEVS/MEVS, the name on file and recipient 

ID number are returned. Incorrect entry of the recipient name will cause the claim to 

deny (edit 217). 

Please ensure that data is entered correctly on claims to prevent unnecessary denials. 

 

 

 


